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Reconnaissance Conduct
Crews are reminded of the maximum speed limit of 60 km/h on all special stages and any roadbook
Quiet Zone limits on road sections and 80 km/h on other unsealed roads. Radar crews will be
monitoring speeds during recce. Penalties are outlined on Page 2 of the roadbook. These restrictions
are necessary as stages are not closed for recce and there will be local traffic about. Perceptions by local
road users of unnecessary high speeds by crews jeopardizes the sport here and elsewhere.
Liaison Conduct
The same applies on liaison stages during the event. Rallysafe will be used to monitor speeds of crews
and penalties will be applied if deemed necessary to achieve an acceptable image of our event.
Penalties are outlined on Page 2 of the roadbook.
Emergency Procedure
Crews are reminded to be familiar with the emergency procedure on Page 7 of the roadbook. In brief:
If you need medical help: press Rallysafe SOS and display SOS board.
If you see SOS board: press Rallysafe SOS, assist the crew and send 2nd & 3rd cars on.
If you see a car that has had an incident but, no SOS sign: Stop, check if valid, press Rallysafe SOS, assist,
send 2nd & 3rd cars on. If you stop in a hazardous position, but no medical attention is required: show OK
sign and triangles.
If you see an official waving a yellow flag at an SOS point that means the stage has been stopped. Pull
up there and await further instructions.
Corner Cutting
Crews are reminded of the measures described in Bulletin 1 to discourage cutting of corners and
associated damage to road shoulders by the placement of orange plastic bollards with heavy metal
bases. Some are mentioned in the roadbook. Most will be in position for recce. Crews will be advised if
further bollards are placed after recce. On SS 12/16, in one instance on the bitumen part, bollards will
be placed on the edge of the bitumen to prevent gravel being brought onto the bitumen, but these will
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not be in place on recce. To allow cars to safely pass, witches hats off the road shoulder will indicate
where bollards will be on Sunday.

Service Park Catering
FRIDAY:

De Bella coffee from 10:30am until it’s quiet.
Zed and Co. food from 8:00am until it’s quiet.

SATURDAY:

De Bella coffee from 9:30am until it's quiet.
Gypsies Lunch Box food from 8:00am to 5:00pm.

SUNDAY:

Espresso Coffee. 7:00am to late afternoon
Gypsies Lunch Box food from 7:00am to late afternoon.

After Party
All crews and support crews are encouraged to come along to the City Oval Hotel after everything wraps
up at the Podium on Sunday. Meals will be available from 6.00pm. Footage from the Rally will be on
the big screen. Officials will be there exchanging their vouchers for drinks. It promises to be a lively
finish to the weekend.

Andrew Roseman
Clerk Of Course
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